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Experience the raw power of the Cow Killer bass fuzz pedal, now back and 
deadlier than ever! Named after a notorious family of wingless wasps, this beast 
is the epitome of low, fuzzy aggression, delivering an unforgettable sting to your 
bass tone. Prepare for a complete revolution as we unveil the reimagined Cow 
Killer, boasting a cutting-edge four-transistor, Muff-inspired circuit with remark-
able enhancements:
1. Buffered Clean Blend: Take control of your sonic landscape with the inno-

vative buffered clean blend. Effortlessly merge your clean bass signal with 
the fierce fuzz, allowing your original tone to shine through while preserv-
ing the raw intensity of the Cow Killer.

2. Expanded and Bypassable EQ: Unlock an unprecedented level of tonal shap-
ing prowess with our expanded EQ options. Tailor your bass frequencies to 
perfection and sculpt your sound to suit any musical style. Plus, at the flick 
of a toggle switch, bypass the EQ section entirely to immerse yourself in an 
unfiltered, pure fuzz tone that’s as raw as it gets.

3. JFET Clipping: Prepare for an exhilarating journey through a rich tonal 
palette. The introduction of JFET clipping opens up a world of harmonic 
richness and unparalleled sustain, allowing your notes to sing with excep-
tional clarity and depth. Embrace a dynamic fuzz experience that captivates 
your audience and elevates your playing to new heights.

4. Precision Component Retooling: We’ve meticulously fine-tuned the component 
values of the Cow Killer to ensure a precise response tailored specifically to 
bass frequencies. Every note you play will be met with astonishing clarity, 
definition, and a massive wall of fuzz that complements the low-end rumble 
of your bass flawlessly.

CONTROLS:
Let’s dive into the intuitive controls that put you in command of your fuzz 
journey:
• BLEND: Seamlessly blend in your clean bass signal to retain the essence of 

your original tone while unleashing the full force of the fuzz.
• LEVEL: Fine-tune the volume of the affected signal, ensuring the perfect 

balance within your mix.
• GAIN: Ascend to new levels of awesomeness as you dial up the gain, im-

mersing yourself in the full might of the Cow Killer.
• TONE: Sculpt your overall tone to match your desired sonic landscape, rang-

ing from biting and aggressive to warm and rounded.
• BODY: Take precise control of the midrange frequencies, allowing your bass 

to cut through the mix with surgical precision.
• EQ Bypass Toggle: Engage this switch to bypass the EQ section entirely, 

unleashing an unfiltered, untamed fuzz tone that will leave your audience 
in awe.

Additionally, we’ve drawn inspiration from the legendary “almost always better” 
buffer of the Klon Centaur to enhance the clean blend. Experience a clean signal 
that seamlessly merges with the affected signal, free from any potential signal 
degradation and effortlessly enhancing your overall sound.



SWITCHING
This pedal features DPDT true relay bypass 
switching.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
This machine takes a standard 9 volt DC power 
supply with a 2.1mm negative center barrel. We 
always recommend pedal-specific, transformer-iso-
lated wall-wart power supplies or multiple isolat-
ed-output supplies. Pedals will make extra noise 
if there is ripple or unclean power. Switching-type 
power supplies, daisy chains and nonpedal specif-
ic power supplies do not filter dirty power as well 
and let through unwanted noise. DO NOT RUN 
AT HIGHER VOLTAGES!

Current draw: ~60mA

WARRANTY
This machine has a limited lifetime warranty. If 
it breaks, we will fix it. Should you encounter 
any issues, please email info@demonicmachines.
com



CHECK US 
OUT ONLINE!

https://demonicmachines.com/

Tone is in the signal.


